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ONE ANGLO

At the Foundation we seek continuous 
improvement and, on our way to find the most 
effective way to communicate with you, we 
understood that communicating a lot does not 
necessarily mean communicating well.

We are sure of one thing and that is that we want 
to keep you up to date with all the projects that we 
are developing from the different areas that 
represent us, that is why we bring you a new way to 
continue living the ONE ANGLO experience: our 
NEWSLETTER.

What will you find?   

Our Foundation:  Relevant communication about 
TAF and the business areas. What we are doing to 
fulfil our mission.

Professional Development: Information of interest 
for your professional growth and that of all our 
colleagues.

Wellness: Information that can be useful in your 
personal life such as emotional, physical and 
mental health, legal assistance, financial 
education, among others.

Our Talent: Do you know all the people who make 
up TAF? Here you can learn more about them.

We warmly welcome you to our 
last edition of 2023.

 
 Thank you for being part
 of The Anglo Foundation.
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OUR FOUNDATION 
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Our Foundation's Social Impact Model 

encompasses the holistic performance of 

our activities, programmes and support. It 

links excellence, purposeful investment in 

social impact and the value it brings to 

building our image.
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Our Model



OUR FOUNDATION 

Financial Performance.
It supports funding to invest strategically on the basis of social return 

criteria. It uses Social Impact instruments for students and families, as well 

as educational incentives in order to build long-lasting relationships with 

our students, families and partners.

Teachers
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They ensure excellence in teaching, 

to fulfil our social value proposition.
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Key programmes 
and scholarships.

Colleagues

The Foundation's flagship programmes, 
which reflect the greater educational 
and artistic scope and impact of our 
work and allow us to promote, through 
scholarships, beneficiaries chosen 
through a rigorous selection and 
monitoring process.

They give life to our culture of 

excellence. They are the starting 

point for building the work of the 

organisation around our founding 

principles.



Students
They define the transformative edu-

cational experience, aimed at develo-

ping students' capabilities to their 

fullest potential.
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Cultural 
Exchange

It promotes arts and culture 

between Mexico and the UK to 

foster social and artistic 

development in relevant fields 

and communities.



Brand Value

It is the result of the Foundation's work throughout its 80 years of continuous work in 

education and cultural exchange.
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Transforming lives through education
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Goals

The Anglo Foundation's Social Impact 

Model aligns our social responsibility 

efforts with seven of the Sustainable 

Development Goals established by the 

United Nations.

The Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) adopted in 2015 by the member 

countries of the United Nations aim to 

achieve, by 2030, to eradicate poverty, 

protect the planet and ensure prosperity 

for all through a global framework for 

governments, businesses and civil 

society organisations.

Sustainable Development 
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We extend our congratulations to the following teachers for 
achieving this distinction:
• Itzel Pérez Chávez.
• Daniela Becerril García.
• José María Huyke Margarida.
• Lenka Paola Peña Rivera.
• Janette Vega Rodríguez.
• Alicia Ferrari Pérez. 
• Gabriela Mariana Padilla Alcala.

For The Anglo Academy, 
recognition and continuous 
improvement of its team is of the 
utmost importance. As a result of 
these actions, the Satélite branch 
has implemented a system of 

recognition in the teachers' room 
in order to highlight the teachers 
with the best results in Retention, 
NPS (Net Promoter Score) and 
QAP (Quality Assurance 
Programme).

Congratulations Satélite Team!
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The United Nations General Assembly by its 

resolution A/RES/43/15 notes that the World 

Health Organization (WHO) declared the 1st 

December 1988, as World AIDS (Acquired 

Immune Deficiency Syndrome) Day.

This commemoration has become one of the 

most recognised international health days 

and a key opportunity to raise awareness, 

remember those who have died, and 

celebrate victories such as access to 

prevention and treatment services.

World AIDS Day

“I don't mind if I die tomorrow. I 
have lived, in every sense of the 
word.” 

Freddie Mercury

There are also a number of methods to 

reduce the risk of HIV infection and increase 

protection, for example:

• Use of male and female contraceptives;

• Use of antiretroviral drugs as pre-exposure 

prophylaxis (PrEP);

• Voluntary medical male circumcision 

(VMMC);

• Reducing the number of sexual partners 

and;

• The use of sterile needles and syringes

https://www.cndh.org.mx/noticia/dia-mu

ndial-de-la-lucha-contra-el-sida

DECEMBER



3rd December 

International Day of
 Persons with Disabilities

The International Day of Persons with Disabilities is 

commemorated every year on 3rd December. A date that aims to 

raise awareness and reflection about disability. It also aims to 

promote the rights of persons with disabilities and their well-being 

in all aspects of their lives. 

What is disability?

A person with a disability is a person with a physical, sensory, 

intellectual or motor impairment who, in their interaction with 

society, has to face different external barriers that prevent them 

from participating fully and on equal terms.

https://www.calendarr.com/mexico/dia-internacional-de-las

-personas-con-discapacidad/
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The use of our brand is essential to 

establishing a distinctive identity and 

creating and continuing lasting connections 

with our audiences. Some key aspects of the 

important use of our brand include:

1. *Differentiation:  * Our strong brand helps 

differentiate products or services in a 

crowded marketplace. It allows consumers 

to quickly identify and associate the offering 

with specific values.

2. *Consumer Confidence * Consistent and 

positive use of our brand builds trust. 

Consumers tend to feel more comfortable 

choosing products or services from a brand 

they recognise and trust.

3. *Customer Loyalty:  * Consistent use of 

our brand communicates the Foundation's 

values and personality. These elements can 

resonate with the target audience, creating 

an emotional connection beyond the 

business transaction.

4. *Communication of Values: * Consistent 

use of our brand communicates the 

Foundation's values and personality. These 

elements can resonate with the target 

audience, creating an emotional connection 

beyond the business transaction.

5.*Competitiveness:*In competitive 

business environments, effective use of our 

brand can be a crucial differentiator. It can 

influence consumer perception and affect 

purchasing decisions.
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Dear team: We have a new logo! It will undoubtedly contribute significantly to the 

strengthening of our brand. This rebranding with accompanying videos and promotion not only 

reflects the excellence of our products and services, but also conveys the passion and 

dedication of our entire team.

Certifying English
to empower

Now that you have the Brandbook and all the 
content, it is important to remember the 

6. *Brand extension:  * By making your brand 

strong, you can facilitate the introduction of 

new products or services under your brand, 

building on previous trust and recognition.

7. *Legal Protection:  * The constant and 

legal use of our brand contributes to its 

protection. By being registered, it reinforces 

legal rights and helps prevent unauthorised 

use by third parties.

In summary, the proper use of our The Anglo 

Assessment brand (and every BU in the 

Foundation) is essential in continuing to build 

a strong market presence, establishing 

meaningful relationships with consumers 

and maintaining relevance in a dynamic 

business environment.



NUESTRA FUNDACIÓN
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on their well-deserved 
recognition for excellence in 
business assurance! 

Your dedication and 
commitment have paid off.

Congratulations
on this extraordinary
achievement!

Congratulations
to the IELTS team 
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This award is the result of the teamwork that has been carried out for 3 years, 

encouraging continuous improvements over time together with Nayeli Mondragon 

and Montserrat Rivera. The road has been arduous, and each yearly challenge is 

different and complex, but every day we learn new things that we put into practice to 

improve and stand out as a Foundation. 

We express our sincere thanks to the team for their incredible dedication, attention to 

detail and the outstanding work they have done to earn these well-deserved awards 

for their exceptional results. Our passion and effort are the key to our success.

Sincerely, The Anglo Assessment

Thank you for the 
exceptional effort!  

IELTS 
BALI 
2023



The 25th of November will be a milestone with the first IELTS session on the new 
Inspera platform. This evolution promises flexible solutions for a modern and 
innovative future in English language testing with IELTS - get ready for a 
transformative experience!

This initiative represents a significant change in the way English language 
proficiency is assessed

New IELTS platform 
revolutionises testing!
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Special
Announcement



*Advanced Technology Platform: * The new 
Inspera platform is supported by 
state-of-the-art technology, providing a 
secure and efficient digital environment for 
candidates. It is just one of the new platforms 
brought about by the modernisation of IELTS, 
making it more user-friendly for both 
candidates and administrators.

• *Flexibility in scheduling:* The application 
centre will have more flexible options for 
scheduling sessions, allowing you to choose 
the time that best suits your needs, making it 
easier to reconcile daily responsibilities.

• *Innovative assessment environment: * 
Assessment is not limited to traditional written 
tests; the platform integrates innovative 
methods that more accurately reflect 
communication skills in real-world situations.

* Outstanding Features: *

•*Access to fast results: * With the integration 
of the registration and results platform, the 
candidate will receive automatic notifications 
once the results are released by the centre, 
making delivery faster and more efficient.

We are confident that this new platform with 
IELTS will empower the path to a future where 
language testing is more accessible, efficient 
and aligned with the expectations of an 
ever-evolving world.

Our network of Preparation Centres affiliated 
with The Anglo

We are pleased to inform you that, from 
January 2023 to date, we have successfully 
affiliated 195 new Preparation Centres 
(Schools) and achieved 16 reactivations. 

This achievement is a testament to our 
commitment to educational excellence and 
the expansion of our network of partners.
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“Death is not the enemy gentlemen. If we're going to fight a disease, let's fight 
one of the most terrible diseases of all, indifference.”

Patch Adams, 
American physician and social activist.

RIGHTS DAT
10th December 

What are human rights?

Human rights aim to protect the life and development of every person in the world, regardless of 
race, colour, religion or economic status.

Human rights are a set of rights based on the redemption, respect and protection of human dignity 
and whose premise is the sustainable and integral development of each person in the world.



*Advanced Technology Platform: * The new 
Inspera platform is supported by 
state-of-the-art technology, providing a 
secure and efficient digital environment for 
candidates. It is just one of the new platforms 
brought about by the modernisation of IELTS, 
making it more user-friendly for both 
candidates and administrators.

• *Flexibility in scheduling:* The application 
centre will have more flexible options for 
scheduling sessions, allowing you to choose 
the time that best suits your needs, making it 
easier to reconcile daily responsibilities.

• *Innovative assessment environment: * 
Assessment is not limited to traditional written 
tests; the platform integrates innovative 
methods that more accurately reflect 
communication skills in real-world situations.

•*Access to fast results: * With the integration 
of the registration and results platform, the 
candidate will receive automatic notifications 
once the results are released by the centre, 
making delivery faster and more efficient.

We are confident that this new platform with 
IELTS will empower the path to a future where 
language testing is more accessible, efficient 
and aligned with the expectations of an 
ever-evolving world.

Our network of Preparation Centres affiliated 
with The Anglo

We are pleased to inform you that, from 
January 2023 to date, we have successfully 
affiliated 195 new Preparation Centres 
(Schools) and achieved 16 reactivations. 

This achievement is a testament to our 
commitment to educational excellence and 
the expansion of our network of partners.

What are human rights?

• Right to life
• Right to equality and prohibition of discrimination
• Equality between women and men
• Equality before the law
• Liberty of the person
• Right to the integrity and security of each individual
• Freedom of work and profession
• Freedom of expression
• Freedom of conscience
• Freedom of transit or residence
• Freedom of religion
• Right to justice and due process of law
• Right to work
• Rights for migrants

https://www.calendarr.com/mexico/dia-de-los-derechos-humanos/
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16th December 

Las Posadas is a festivity of religious origin and typical of Mexican culture that has 
been celebrated since pre-Hispanic times.

Las Posadas consist of 9 stations that begin on the 16th of December and 
symbolically represent the nine months of the long pilgrimage that Joseph and Mary 
lived before being able to bring the Messiah, Jesus Christ, into the world.

During the festival it is typical to make piñatas, which were originally clay pots of 
pre-Hispanic origin and were made to honour the gods.
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Nowadays these piñatas are filled with sweets and are made with newspaper and glue. 

The piñata that Christianity established changed its shape to one consisting of seven spikes 
symbolising the seven deadly sins, which must be overcome by the believer who faces it with their 
eyes closed.

The activity enjoys great popularity throughout the country and is one of the most eagerly awaited 
festivities for Mexican children before Christmas.

https://www.calendarr.com/mexico/las-posadas/
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International Day for Universal Health Coverage: A 
Step towards a Healthy Future for All.

The International Day for Universal Health 

Coverage is celebrated every 12th December to 

raise awareness of the importance of ensuring 

that all people have access to quality health 

services, without facing financial hardship. This 

celebration, endorsed by the United Nations 

and the World Health Organization (WHO), 

seeks to highlight the need for equitable and 

affordable health coverage for a healthy and 

sustainable future.

Universal health coverage implies that all 

people have access to essential health services, 

including prevention, promotion, treatment, 

rehabilitation and palliative care, regardless of 

socio-economic factors. It is based on the 

principle that health is a fundamental human 

right and essential for the well-being of 

individuals and the development of societies.

In the framework of the International Day for 

Universal Health Coverage, various activities 

are taking place around the world to promote 

awareness of this issue. Organisations such as 

the National Human Rights Commission in 

Mexico (CNDH) and the Instituto de Salud para 

el Bienestar (INSABI) are actively involved in 

disseminating information and promoting 

policies and programmes that seek to achieve 

universal health coverage in the country.

Universal health coverage not only refers to 

access to medical services, but also involves 

ensuring the availability of essential medicines, 

vaccines, equipment and basic health 

technologies. In addition, addressing health 

inequalities, removing financial barriers and 

improving the quality of health services are 

essential.

Implementing universal health coverage 

requires the collaboration and commitment of 

governments, health professionals, 

international organisations and society at large. 

Adequate investment is needed in strong 

health systems, training of medical personnel, 

health infrastructure and equitable and 

sustainable financing systems. This not only 

benefits individuals, but also has a positive 

impact on the development of communities 

and nations. Health promotion, disease 

prevention and timely access to quality services 

contribute to reducing the burden of disease, 

improving productivity and promoting equal 

opportunities for all.

The International Day for Universal Health 

Coverage reminds us of the importance of 

ensuring that all people, regardless of their 

background or social status, have access to 

quality health services. By raising awareness, 

working to implement appropriate policies and 

ensuring investment in strong health systems, 

we can move towards a more equitable society 

in terms of health.

WELFARE
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The International Day for Universal Health 
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Fuentes

https://www.un.org/es/observances/universal-health-coverage-day

https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/328919/WHO-HIS-HGF-19.1-spa.pdf?ua=1

https://www.cndh.org.mx/index.php/noticia/dia-internacional-de-la-cobertura-sanitaria-universal-0

https://www.gob.mx/insabi/es/articulos/dia-internacio-

nal-de-la-cobertura-universal-de-la-salud-12-de-diciembre?idiom=es 

https://www.who.int/es/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/universal-health-coverage-(uhc)

https://codigof.mx/un-futuro-saludable-para-todos-dia-de-la-cobertura-sanitaria-universal-2022/

Implementing universal health coverage 

requires the collaboration and commitment of 

governments, health professionals, 

international organisations and society at large. 

Adequate investment is needed in strong 

health systems, training of medical personnel, 

health infrastructure and equitable and 

sustainable financing systems. This not only 

benefits individuals, but also has a positive 

impact on the development of communities 

and nations. Health promotion, disease 

prevention and timely access to quality services 

contribute to reducing the burden of disease, 

improving productivity and promoting equal 

opportunities for all.

The International Day for Universal Health 

Coverage reminds us of the importance of 

ensuring that all people, regardless of their 

background or social status, have access to 

quality health services. By raising awareness, 

working to implement appropriate policies and 

ensuring investment in strong health systems, 

we can move towards a more equitable society 

in terms of health.
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/TheAngloLibrary

Actividades gratuitas
 de diciembre. 

LEARNER’S CLUB
By The Anglo Academy
At Anglo Arts Centre      

1
7:00 PM

MOVIE CLUB

JANE AUSTEN SOCIETY MEXICO

At The Anglo Library

BOARD GAMES
GATHERING
At The Anglo Library

18
5:30 PM

1
4:00 PM

LEARNER’S CLUB
By The Anglo Academy
At Anglo Arts Centre      

15
7:00 PM

LEARNER’S CLUB
By The Anglo Academy
At Anglo Arts Centre      

8
7:00 PM

At Anglo Arts Centre
Ensemble Mik Nawooj,
Más Allá de Guanajuato

8
4:00 PM

MOVIE CLUB
At Anglo Arts Centre
Colectivo Conga Patria
son Jarocho con Arturto
O´Farrill and The Afro
Latin Jazz Orchestra

BOOK CLUB:
COMICS & GRAPHIC NOVELS11

4:00 PM Maus by Art Spiegelman
 At The Anglo Library

16
4:00 PM

“Pride and Prejudice en el 
mundo de hablahispana”



NOCHEBUENA

Traditions and customs are a way of 

remembering what happened, or what used to 

happen, in times past. Christian families usually 

get together on the night of 24th December, 

Christmas Eve, and have a very hearty dinner. It 

is customary to eat turkey and other dishes 

typical of the season.

 It is meant to be a special dinner, different from 

every day, as it is celebrating the Birth of the 

Son of God. This custom was born in Europe 

and symbolises the abundance that Christ 

brings us with his coming.

24th December 

https://es.catholic.net/op/articulos/18262/la-navidad-y-sus-tradiciones-cena-de-nochebuena.html#modal
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ENGLISH TEACHERS

Requirements:

•English level: C1 or C2 (CEFR) certified or willing to take a level placement exam.
•Both, native and non-native speakers.
•One of the following certifications in ELT methodology:
TTC, TDC, CELTA, ICELT, BA in ELT or a verifiable course lasting at least 140 hrs.

Send your CV to talento@theanglo.mx

EJECUTIVOS DE 
ATENCIÓN A ALUMNOS

Requirements:

• Completed degree.
• Minimum experience of 1 year providing attention and follow-up to students, via 
phone or face-to-face.
• Available to work at our Antonio Caso branch.

Send your CV to talento@theanglo.mx

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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WE’RE HIRING!
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wishes you



Bir�days
DECEMBER

ROSALIA GUADALUPE
AYALA GUZMAN

The Churchill School

ALBERTO ISSAC
IBARRA GARCIA

Cultura e Impacto Social

The Anglo

ADRIANA BANDERA
BERMUDEZ

The Anglo

DIANA JANETTE
SOLIS CORONA

ISABEL VARGAS
CASTAÑEDA

06

The Anglo

DANIELA VENTURA
SANTILLAN

The Anglo

PERKINS
NATHANIEL KENNON

The Anglo

CAROLINA GUZMAN
SANCHEZ

The Churchill School

ITZEL PEREZ
CHAVEZ
The Anglo

ANA MARIA
RODRIGUEZ LEON
The Churchill School

MARIADELIA
ALCANTARA LOPEZ

The Anglo

NANCY PATRICIA
DAVILA HERNANDEZ

15

LILYANN DARCIE NORMA
WALTERS-QUAN
The Churchill School

JOSE ALFREDO
ISLAS HERNANDEZ

The Anglo

CARLOS ALBERTO
CASTRO ROSAS

18

The Anglo

RICARDO MONTERRUBIO
CRUZ

Mercadotecnia

ANYELO EMMANUELLE
MADRID DEL VALLE

Talento Humano

03

10

KARINA MELLINA
MUJICA GUZMAN

The Anglo

13

0806

ADRIANA ALEJANDRA
CARREÑO LOPEZ

The Anglo

06

SERGIO ENRIQUE
SOTO CHI
The Anglo

02

JORGE ARMANDO
SANCHEZ GONZALEZ

The Anglo

06

10

MIRIAM MORALES
GUADARRAMA

Finanzas

17

05

VERONICA HERNANDEZ
JUAREZ

The Churchill School

03

10

18                

14

16 16

The Anglo

GLORIA LILIANA
HERNANDEZ VIDAL

18

The Anglo Assessment

JOSE ANTONIO
RECODER TOVAR

The Anglo

IVAN ERICK
JUAREZ SALOMO

The Anglo

CARLOS URIBE
SANCHEZ

20

The Anglo

GABRIELA IRASTORZA
DE ZATARAIN

Cultura e Impacto Social

BENJAMIN GUTIERREZ
GUTIERREZ

The Anglo

20 20            18 19

0301

28

FLOR CECILIA GILARI
The Anglo

01

10

OUR TALENT



LIZBETH BERNAL
ZAMORA

20

The Anglo

NANCY TERESA
ORTIZ CABRERA

21

The Anglo

ROSA MARIA
RUIZ ROLDAN

20

The Churchill School

JOEL MARTINEZ
JUAREZ

22

Anglo Institute of Education

IVAN ANTONIO
BARRERA CORTES

22

The Anglo

ANA LUISA
MAGAÑA IGNACIO

23

The Anglo

VICTORIA TERREROS
TERREROS

23

The Anglo

PALOMA POLA
PRENDES

23

The Churchill School

SYLVIA SUZANA
AVILA BARRIGA

24

The Churchill School

EMILIO HERNANDEZ
VERGARA

25

 

The Anglo

JUAN PABLO
MARLETTO

24

Commercial & Development

BRAYAN BOBADILLA
VAZQUEZ

26

The Anglo

MARIANA GARCIA
VELAZQUEZ

27

The Anglo

DIANA HERNANDEZ
LOPEZ

27

The Churchill School

ROSAS HAM
PAOLA MONTSERRAT

27

The Churchill School

RICARDO RODRIGUEZ
BARRIOS

29

 

The Anglo

MIGUEL ÁNGEL EVERARDO
MONTES DE OCA NERI

27

The Anglo

GABRIELA MARIANA
PADILLA ALCALA

30

The Anglo

RONALD EDGARD
GUZMAN CHAVEZ

30

The Anglo

VICTOR MANUEL
BENITEZ BARRON

30

The Churchill School

DANIELA BECERRIL
GARCIA

31

The Anglo

RODOLFO AGUILAR
NAVARRO

31

 

The Anglo

GREGORIO ANDRES
MOLINA TORRES

31

The Anglo

29
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